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By: Logan Mayfield, Staff Member
The Tennessee Gas Pipeline has transported natural gas throughout eighteen Kentucky counties over
the past seventy years.[i]
(file:///C:/Users/Laken/Downloads/KJEANRL%20Blog%202%20(1).docx#_edn1)  Recently,
Kinder-Morgan Energy Partners submitted a proposal to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission to repurpose the pipeline and enable it to carry natural gas liquids.[ii]
(file:///C:/Users/Laken/Downloads/KJEANRL%20Blog%202%20(1).docx#_edn2) While it is
uncertain if the proposal will even be approved, much debate exists regarding the environmental
impact if the gas line is converted.  
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In the event of a leak, both natural gas and liquid gas can create risks of explosions.[iii]
(file:///C:/Users/Laken/Downloads/KJEANRL%20Blog%202%20(1).docx#_edn3) When liquid
gas escapes into the atmosphere, however, only eighty percent of it will dissipate.[iv]
(file:///C:/Users/Laken/Downloads/KJEANRL%20Blog%202%20(1).docx#_edn4) The residual
amount will settle into the ground and bring about an additional hazard: water contamination.[v]
(file:///C:/Users/Laken/Downloads/KJEANRL%20Blog%202%20(1).docx#_edn5) This has been
the main concern of Kentucky residents living near the Tennessee Gas Pipeline. For example, the gas
line in Marion County is located within a mile of the Rolling Fork River and the county’s water
treatment facility.[vi]
(file:///C:/Users/Laken/Downloads/KJEANRL%20Blog%202%20(1).docx#_edn6) In the event of a
gas liquid leak near this area, the risk of widespread water pollution is high.[vii]
(file:///C:/Users/Laken/Downloads/KJEANRL%20Blog%202%20(1).docx#_edn7)
The process of repurposing would involve changing the weight, directional flow, and pressure of the
current pipes.[viii]
(file:///C:/Users/Laken/Downloads/KJEANRL%20Blog%202%20(1).docx#_edn8) Apprehensions
regarding the conversion are further escalated due to the age of the existing pipeline. Because of
extensive use throughout the years, some believe the pipeline is corroded in areas and, thus, will not
be able to withstand an increased pressure change.[ix]
(file:///C:/Users/Laken/Downloads/KJEANRL%20Blog%202%20(1).docx#_edn9) Moreover, when
the pipeline was originally built, the standards were very different than the most recent ones.[x]
(file:///C:/Users/Laken/Downloads/KJEANRL%20Blog%202%20(1).docx#_edn10) The
repurposing process itself, therefore, could ultimately increase the risk of a leak or explosion.
It is important that the communities impacted by the conversion of the pipeline continue to express
their concerns over this proposal. When making an approval determination, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission does not typically use safety or health factors to guide its decision; instead,
the Commission simply looks at whether or not service will continue to be provided to existing
customers.[xi] (file:///C:/Users/Laken/Downloads/KJEANRL%20Blog%202%20(1).docx#_edn11)
With persistent public outcry, the Commission will be forced to carefully evaluate repurposing the
pipeline, or, at a minimum, assure that certain precautions are taken.
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